Screening for oropharyngeal dysphagia

Screening para disfagia orofaríngea

Dear editors,

According to a systematic review that was recently published in CoDAS\(^1\), screening, which, in Brazilian Portuguese is called “rastreamento”\(^2\), has insufficient methodological design in studies about oropharyngeal dysphagia (OD). It is necessary to understand OD as a symptom characterized by the combination of signs and other symptoms that put the people at nutritional, hydric, and pulmonary risk; the screening is addressed to identify individuals who have predictive factors for this outcome and who need a confirmatory diagnosis\(^3\).

The screening instrument for OD must be fast, cost-effective, minimally invasive, and easy to administer by any health professional\(^4\). In clinical evaluation, a specialized professional will be capable of confirming the diagnosis, referring to treatment and defining the therapy based on the biomechanical analysis of the oropharyngeal swallowing process.

The incomprehension regarding the difference between screening and clinical evaluation is clear when screening instruments show the frequent insertion of conducts that could be properly interpreted only by a skilled professional; in Brazil, that professional would be the speech language pathologist. The screening process for OD must include items that can be multidisciplinarily administered and interpreted. Those who execute the screening process must avoid any therapeutic decision based only on the test result, thus adopting as an immediate conduct the referral of the individual who failed for diagnostic confirmation.

To avoid mistaken interpretations of the results, we recommend that researchers should always previously clarify the definition of the construct to be identified by the screening. Thereby, the risk of proposing an instrument whose outcome would be the OD is minimized by other finality as, for instance, an orofacial myofunctional disorder.

We would also like to mention that translating and adapting a screening instrument does not mean it will produce valid and reliable interpretations on the outcome\(^5\). This would only be possible after obtaining evidence of validity and reliability, besides measurements of accuracy, as follows: sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative predictive values, and likelihood-ratio of the results from the positive or negative test\(^5,6\). These measurements are calculated by comparing the results of the test with a gold standard procedure. In the absence of the latter, results are compared with the clinical condition of the individual at the time of the test (clinical consistency), thus replacing measures of sensitivity and specificity by co-positivity and co-negativity, respectively\(^7\).

We observed there is evidence of the contribution of screening for the early identification of individuals with OD; however, there is the need to improve appropriate theoretical and methodological concepts that are inherent to the elaboration of protocols, as well as to obtain their psychometric properties.
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